T
here exist 2 mechanisms underlying the effect of thread lifting that surgeons should be aware of. One mechanism exhibits a purely mechanical effect of lifting as shown in the experiment using chicken and chicken skin (Figs. 1, 2 ). This mechanism involves the distribution of the gravity load to the surrounding areas via a thread. A long-term effect can be expected if the thread is insoluble and accurately inserted. 1 The other mechanism involves the fibrosis of the surrounding tissue due to the inserted thread, which acts as a foreign body. Regardless of the type of thread material, fibrosis may occur. A similar long-term effect is also observed for soluble threads such as polydioxanone. However, such an effect ameliorates the tenseness of the skin by increasing the amount of subcutaneous fibrous tissue, which is too weak to suspend sagging.
Soluble threads begin hydrolyzing even following contact with air by moisture absorption. Therefore, such threads are packed in an aluminum-coated damp-proof bag. After hydrolyzation, the thread becomes very fragile and loses its ability to mechanically lift the skin because it breaks even before being totally absorbed.
The disadvantages of soluble threads are that a longterm effect cannot be expected and that they cannot be removed in case of a problem, such as an infection. If the thread is made from a strong, insoluble material without any broken part, it can be completely removed by locating and carefully pulling its end. However, because a soluble thread becomes fragile within the tissue, it breaks easily when pulled out. The remnant parts remain in the deep tissue until they are totally absorbed, which can cause delayed infection. As both soluble and insoluble threads are the same in the sense of foreign body in the tissue, the risk of infection is not considered to be different. Accordingly, the risk of infection associated with soluble threads is higher than that with insoluble threads. Moreover, soluble polymers sometimes cause allergies in vivo . 2, 3 Although many surgeons may assume that soluble threads are safer than insoluble threads as viewed through images, the author suggests reconsideration. Viewpoint
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